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This urban redevelopment project is a Community-based Arts and Economic Initiative to 

create a world-class, internationally renown Performing and Cultural Arts Complex 

together with an adjacent European Town Square of support retail, commercial, and 

residential space here in Ann Arbor, Michigan; creating new opportunities for Michigan 

while drawing a regional and national public to its performances, concerts, art expos and 

activities. Based in the historic origin of Ann Arbor, along the Huron River, it will serve 

as a legacy for generations to come in much the same way as the Stratford Shakespeare 

Festival, the Shaw Festival at Niagara on the Lake, and numerous European Art Expos all 

do, such as: the International Art Show in Basel, Switzerland; the Maastricht (European 

Fine Arts Fair) in The Netherlands; and Les Expositions des Arts in Paris, France. 

 

 

This exciting project involves two distinct symbiotically related components:  

 

 

The first component, the Ann Arbor Theatre & Cultural District, is comprised of a 

Cultural and Performing Arts Complex that will act as the hub of the wheel and drive the 

urban renaissance of the oldest district and origin of Ann Arbor known as Lowertown, 

along the winding Huron River. Its proposed site is to be located on the now vacant, 

former MichCon property, on the northwest side of the Broadway Bridge. It is to become 

a major international performance facility that will house two spectacular theatrical 

stages: the first is a large flexible stage that will offer a proscenium arch 3 season 

amphitheatre venue, with pavilion covering of approximately 2500 outdoor seats with an 

additional 2500 lawn seating on its hill; with a second indoor flexible stage balcony 

theatre of 650 seats, ideal for numerous presentations and community productions 

including theatre, film, video as well as corporate, university and public events.  

 

 

The intimate balconied 650 seat high tech theatre will at times and throughout the winter 

months utilize its incredible back-stage area that doubles as the spacious main stage for 

the attached outdoor amphitheatre venue. This main-stage amphitheatre will be able to 

accommodate a complete symphony orchestra, operatic & theatrical productions, playing 

out to an outdoor audience of 5000 plus. It includes a flexible multi-use art and exhibition 

gallery, administrative and public space. The versatility of this design can be observed in 

the attached images of its model, rendered by architect and former Dean of the University 

of Michigan School of Architecture, Kent Hubbell. Kent also designed the impressive 

Chene Park performance facility in Detroit, along the Detroit River. 




































